Prosperity Indiana

Creating Adaptive Prosperity for Indiana Communities

Leadership Identification (ongoing) One-on-One Relationship Building (~6 mos.) Share Learnings / Visioning Summit (1 day) SMAART Goal Planning (3-6 mos) Implementation (ongoing) Celebrate Successes (ongoing)

People Build Relationships and Networks

2.1. Leadership Mobilizes a Community’s Assets Toward a Shared Vision

3. Relationships Build Community Wealth

7 Elements of Individual Strength

Social: Trust, relationships, and networks supporting civil society.
Natural: Unimpaired environmental assets.
Physical: Fully functioning constructed infrastructure.
Political: Power and goodwill held by individuals and networks.
Economic: Unencumbered monetary assets invested in other forms of capital.
Intellectual: Knowledge, innovation, and creativity or imagination.
Indirect: Skills and physical and mental healthiness of people.

2 Forms of Community Wealth

External Support: Desired Value & Community Capacity

Achievable Vision

Relationships are a shared story where interests and assets meet, networks form, and people act on mutual commitments.

As relationships grow and interests overlap, people identify and invest assets to grow wealth.

As relationships need and interests wane, people identify and exit assets in a given wealth.

Leadership is a search for and development of leadership in community shareholders. Shareholders build relationships (organize), formulate strategy (decide), and collectively execute (act) on a shared, achievable vision.

5. Shared Vision is Achieved by Mobilizing Community Assets, Exchanging Resources, Intentionally Collaborating, and Constantly Adapting

Every Community is Different: Adaptive Prosperity Is and Never Looks Exactly the Same
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